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The multi-channel cochlear implant codes sounds on the bases of rate and place pitch. 
Experimental studies on animals and patients have shown it is difficult for electrical stimulation to 
code rate pitch above about 200-400 pulses/second. Therefore to convey as much information 
about speech as possible it is necessary to produce multi-channel stimulation or place pitch so 
that the important frequency cues in vowels and consonants can be perceived by the patient. 

In speech the most important frequency cues 
for recognising vowels and consonants are 
called formants The important formants are the 
fundamental or voicing frequency (FO), the 
second formant (F2) and the first formant (F1) 

Our initial speech processing strategy ex
tracts the voicing and second formant fre
quencies. Voicing is coded by stimulating the 
different electrodes at the voicing frequency, 
and an appropriate electrode is selected for 
the second formant of the consonant and vowel. 

Before carrying out the clinical trial of the 
Nucleus device it was necessary to undertake 
a number of studies to make sure that the intra
cochlear insertion of a multiple electrode array 
would be safe as well as effective. Firstly, we 
carried out studies on human temporal bones 
together with experimental work in animals to 
make sure that surgical trauma would not lead 
to significant loss of auditory nerve fibres. In 
one study we inserted electrodes into human 
temporal bones and then examined the bones 
histologically for evidence of trauma. The 
studies showed that the electrode could be 
inserted without significant trauma provided 
force was not used after resistance was exper
ienced. We have confirmed this on surface 
preparations of human temporal bones where 
the passage of the electrode around the basal 
turn could be viewed after the overlying bone 
was drilled away. We also showed that if the 
electrode is slightly rotated after it meets re
sistance it can be passed without trauma. 

Not only have we examined the question of 
surgical trauma but carried out many studies on 
experimental animals. The viability of the audi
tory nerve dendrites and ganglion cells after 
long-term electrical stimulation has been con
firmed by both electrically evoked auditory 
brainstem responses and by histological exam
ination of the cochleas. Biocompatibility has 
been established. The effects of infection have 
been assessed and methods to minimize this 
problem developed The implantable receiver 
has also been examined by NASA, the National 
Aeronautical Space Administration, and shown 
not to produce significant DC current. 

In summary, these and many other studies 
that we have carried out have shown that the 
Nucleus multi-channel prosthesis is safe for 
intra-cochlear implantation. This multi-channel 
prosthesis has been implanted in over 100 
patients worldwide. The.se patients have all had 
a postlingual hearing loss and have been pro
foundly or totally deaf. They had no useful 
hearing demonstrated by a zero score for open 
sets of phonetically balanced words. Patients in 
a small pilot study on prelingual deafness are 
not included. 

All the patients have had a battery of some 
20 tests presented before and after implantation 
to assess as many aspects of speech perception 
as possible. 40 patients have completed these 
tests at the 3-month period. 

One of the best and most established tests to 
assess the ability of a patient in understanding 
rurtning speech is the CID open-set sentence 
test. With this test the patients are presented 
with standard lists of sentences that have not 
been presented before. The material is pre
recorded with an unfamiliar speaker, and pre
sented free-field to the patient who is seated 
1m from the speaker and uses his ear level 
microphone. 

The pre-operative and post~operative results 
for 40 patient& for lipreading alone, and for 
lipreading plus a hearing aid or cochlear pros
thesis are shQwn in the Figure 1. Sufficient 
data is not yet available for the other patients. 
Notice that the average post-vperative scores 
went from 52% for lipreading alone to 87% for 
lipreading combined with electrical stimulation. 
This means the patients are achieving an aver
age score that is close to normal commun
ication'. 

The other important finding was that a large 
number of patients improve over 12 months 
and can understand significant amounts of runn
ing speech without having to rely on lipreading. 

Figure 2 shows the average open-set CID 
sentence scores for electrical stimulation alone 
for 23 patients who had completed their 3
monthly and 12-monthly testing. Thus you can 

* Footnote: Paper presented In Perth, September, 1985 to 34th OLSA meeting. 
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see the pre-operative score was close to zero, 
the 3-monthly post-operative score 16% This 
rose to 40% at 12-months. The 40% score for 
open-set CID sentences is an average score. 
The range goes up to 86% This means that a 
large number of patients can, in fact, have a 
useful conversation without having to rely on 

lipreading, for example. use the telephone This 
also shows the improvement In the ability of 
patients to use the implant as they gain more 
experience with it 

To confirm the patients could understand 
running speech with the multi-channel cochlear 
prosthesIs we have also carried out the speech 
tracking test With this test patients are read 
unfamiliar material They must repeat the pass
age correctly, before moving on to the next 
passage The tracking rate is scored by the 
number of words correctly identified/minute 

The speech tracking rates for some of our 
patients for lipreading alone, lipreading plus 
prosthesis and the prosthesIs alone are shown 
in Figure 3. From this you can see that some 
patients achieve tl'acking rates close to 100 
words/minute which is the ceiling rate for nor
mal hearing people You should also note that 
in many cases the electrical stimulation alone 
tracking scores are better than the lipreading 
alone scores and reach qUite acceptable track
ing rates as high as 50 words/minute 
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In summary we have shown that our speech 
processor which extracts vOIcing and second 
formant frequencies can provide significant 
help for patients when used in combination with 
lipreading. and also help a number understand 
running speech without lipreading 

Recently we have carried out initial studies 
on 7 of our patients using a new speech pro
cessing strategy where we add the first formant 
frequency as well as the second formant and 
vOicing frequencies Two electrodes will there
fore be stimulated at a time, one selected on 
the basis of the second formant. and the other 
by the first formant The rate of stimulation will 
be the same at each, and will be proportional to 
the fundamental frequency-'. 

The patients had used the old speech pro
cessor for periods ranging tram J-1 tl months 
.""fter two weeks of experience with the new 
speech processor they were tested with the 
open CID sentences. The results are shown in 
Table 1. In this you can see that the average 
CID sentence score for hearing alone or elec
trical stimulation alone was 30% This rose to 
63% for the new speech processing strategy 
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TABLE 1. CID Sentence Recognition Test 

(Hearing only) 

(% of 100 key words) 

PATIENT FO/F2 FO/F1/F2 DIFFERENCE 

1 54 90 +36 

2 38 70 +32 

3 31 54 +23 

4 16 62 +46 

5 10 26 +16 

6 20 38 +18 

7 44 100 +56 

Mean 30.4 62.9 +32.4 

Standard Error = 5.61 

Note also that one patient was In fact able to 
achieve a 100% score for electrical stimulation 
alone, meaning that this patient was performing 
at the same level as a normal hearing person 
on the CID test. This suggests that with the new 
strategy we are coming closer to achieving near 
normal scores for electrical stimulation alone. 
This will help patients understand speech where 
the signal IS degraded and lipreading is not 
possible, for example over the telephone 

Finally. we have evaluated the old FO/F2 
and the new FO/F1 /F2 speech processing strat
egies for other languages. This has been spec
ially interesting in a patient whose tirst language 
was Chinese and second language English This 
is interesting as Chinese is a tonal language as 
well as being formant based. Tonal means that 
the patient IS able to understand syllables simply 
by a tonal change. For example/ma/mal and 
mal all mean different things (Table 2)3 

TABLE 2 Examples of tonal changes in Chinese 

FREQUENCY 
TONE CHANGE EXAMPLE MEANING 

First 

Second 

Third 
-\.--

1m ai 

1m 3"1 

1m -(; 

MOTHER 

NUMB or FLAX 

HORSE 

Fourth 1m al CURSE or SWEAR 

First Iy il 

Fourth Iy 'U 1,000,000,000 

The results of a tonal test for this patient show 
that he was able to get 100% correct responses. 
He was also given the equivalent of the CID 
sentence test in Chinese, and his score for 
electrical stimulation alone was 84%. To confirm 
these results, we carried out a tracking test on 
the patient, and in Chinese he was able to 
achieve tracking rates of 80 words/minute when 
using the electrical stimulation combined with 
lipreading, which is again getting close to the 
ceiling rate for normal hearing subjects He 
achieved rates of nearly 38 words/minute for 
electrical stimulation alone, was able to get 25 
words/minute when the tracking test was 
carried out over the telephone. 

In conclusion, the efficiency and value of the 
Nucleus multi-channel cochlear implant have 
been demonstrated. All postlingually deafened 
patients have shown a significant improvement 
in their ability to lipread as well as being brought 
into auditory contact with their environment. In 
addition, a substantial proportion of these pat
ients are able to hear and understand open set 
speech with the device alone. Some can carry 
on interactive conversations over a telephone. 

Patient pel'formance With the device defin
itely improves as they gain more experience 
with it. We also hope that the improvement that 
has occurred in those patients using the new 
speech processing strategy will be experienced 
by the rest of the patients as they receive it. 
However, there will always be some patients 
whose peripheral or central auditory neuronal 
function IS too inadequate to benefit from more 
sophisticated strategies Prospective implant 
candidates therefore must be counselled care
fully and warned that, although they may be 
able to communicate freely over the telephone, 
it is a secondary benefit from the device, and 
that their expectations must not be too high 

It may become possible to accurately predict 
pre-operatively what an implant patient's per
formance will be. At present, the patient's age, 
length of hearing loss, pre- or post-lingual deaf
ness, intelligence and education, motivation, x
rays and promontory stimulation results can 
provide a guide, but notan absolute one.lnterest
ingly, lipreading ability as shown in Figure 3 
does not provide a guide, if taken in isolation. 

Patients with pre-lingual hearing loss are now 
being implanted with the Nucleus device. This 
includes older children as well as adults. These 
patients are a very different group to the post
lingual group as their rehabilitation is much 
longer and more arduous. 
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